
This is my non expert opinion on the 16:55 video captured and release by Joshua Moon of
http://kiwifarms.net

This covers the attack on the Al Noor mosque only

Ognir
http://Twitter.com/Ognir2

Mami’s Shit http://grizzom.blogspot.com/

TiU http://theinfounderground.com/smf/index.php

As the video starts playing Tarrant can be heard saying LET’S GET THE PARTY STARTED

Tarrant is in his car fiddling around and before taking off reminds everyone to subscribe to PewDiePie.
Car takes off guided by GPS

1:20 Serbian war music starts playing (Remove Kebab)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAiA_tgJVAg

1:30 Adjusted the headcam

3:06 Stops car on side of the road

3:09 Turns camera on himself and say alright lads



3:39 Serb music restarts – still parked

4:13 Gun test strobe lighting on gun – adjust camera again

4:28 Takes off with Serb music still playing

4:34 Starts talking no sure exactly what he said

4:48 End of Serb music and marching music starts playing

5:01 Arrives at Al Noor mosque – guy in red passes by

Drives around looking for a parking spot inside complex comes to a dead end and ends up making a bollix
of the turn

5:33 Complains about power steering in the car



5:49 Arrives at the end of the alley where he stops the car. Guy, Pakistan type guy seen to the left crossing the
path followed by 2 gentlemen.

I presume the two were the same gentlemen entering the mosque when Tarrant opened fire

5:57 Starts to get out of the car



6:03 Opens the boot of the car – still marching music

He opens a cover and we see some of the so called weapons petrol like cans

6:15 Takes out a shotgun with white writing and heads to the mosque

6:20 Turns corner and heads to entrance – he can see 3 people standing by the entrance/exit
Marching music still playing

6:26 Black gentlemen 50ish spots him in full gear cam and all

6:27 Turns to face main entrance door to mosque

6:28 Can clearly see a car to the left of main door
2001 TOYOTA WILL Silver Station Wagon



6:36 Says something couldn’t make it out (Thought I heard the word Bullshit and creationis)

6:38 Near main door opens fire with a shotgun, fires 9 times according to me



6:44 Enters in to first part of main building, guy already down on his left

6:48 Unloads on a guy already hit, hits him twice in the back, dude clearly not wearing socks



6:50 Looks right and fires on a female running out the other way, not clear if she was hit, guy also down in the
doorway

6:53 Fires on someone at the opening to the main hall

6:54 Clearly see the spare magazine on the floor



6:55 Starts firing into main hall as he is walking towards it
3 people visible to the left and two of them seem to exit by large open large glass door



6:57 Unloads a couple of shoots on a guy face down already to the left and turns the other way and what do
we have, seems to be a black fella calmly standing around chatting 21 seconds since the first shots were
fired.



6:58 He swings right and you can see a couple of people standing up, rest seem to be already in a pile



6:59A

6:59B

Black fella to the right standing up seems to get hit several times

Smoking gun proof CC was a falseflag – HERE YOU GO FOLKS, after firing to the left side of the room with
8 shots. Shouldn’t be possible, that there could be bodies stacked up in the corner as he hadn’t fired in
that direction yet.

7:02 Firing wildly to the right side, no broken windows

7:03 Guy with glasses makes a run for it, gets shot several times at very close range, no blood spatter visible
position of body



Notice the guy shot several times at point blank range, fetus position, hands over ears

7:06 Drops an empty magazine MAYBE

7:11 Walks next to guy he shot earlier but now wearing blue socks

7:13 Drops an empty magazine

7:15 Reloads a magazine and heads and says “That didn’t work”

7:16 We clearly the magazine waiting on the ground

7:18 Re-enters main hall firing left

7:19 Next 10 seconds fires wildly into to grouped up bodies, no broken windows
@7:20 You can see a guy crawl out a large glass door/window it

7:28 Drops an empty magazine to the floor

7:30 Re-enters hallway



7:32 Reloads body position

7:37 Reenters main hall firing left and right

7:46 Needs to reloads again
Next 15 seconds or so he is having problems reloading his semi-automatic weapon

7:53 There is music in the background and you can hear women or woman screaming

8:03 Starts shooting to his right, his left when he entered



8:10 Reloads again to his left and someone escapes

8:12 He goes towards the corridor and fires on the person that escape @8:10 and the person seems to go down

8:14 Looks down hallway and starts firing

8:16 Starts to nitpick who he fires at on the right
lasts about 9 seconds

8:26 Turns the other way to nitpick who he fires at



8:30 He turns down the hallway again Notice position of body has moved again and he seems to take out the
person that had escaped

8:32-3 Picks up what happened to be there by change, a full magazine that fitted his weapon perfectly – Notice
that the video quality at this point is pretty good

8:38 See body at door moved position yet again



8:41 You man with the blue socks pretty clear in the shot

8:45 Heads out of the main hallway and we see 2 dead bodies in 69 position at the entrance

8:47 He’s outside in parking see car parked to the right

8:48 Looks to his right, car seems in same position since originally noted

8:51 He starts walking to exit looking left and right, white car passes by from right to left



8:54 As he nears the exit, white estate car drives by from right to left

8:55 He is outside on the street again

8:57 Looks to his right and starts firing, possible lady in black clothing looking as Max Igan suggested using
frame by frame. Clearly see the numbers 14 and 14 and enlarge #sign, bullets can be seen exiting the
weapon but no casing appear on the ground in this low quality video. You will also notice that several cars
go by. Tarrant fires many times.

9:05 After firing many times to the right, he turns to his left

9:07 Starts firing to his left, no one visible on SCREEN



9:08 Clearly see empty shells being ejected, no one visible on ground from camera view point

Heads to his car

9:15 Turns the corner to where is open car with lots of weapons is at

9:21 Gets to the back of his car, weapons with writing on display

9:27 Seems to be fiddling with his weapon

9:30 He tosses the weapon on the ground

9:32 He grabs another semi-auto with again lots more white writing on it

9:35 He loads the weapon



9:38 Tarrant turns round to see if there is anyone/thing behind him

9:40 Plays around with what seems to be a jerrycan of petrol

9:41 Passes to the right of his car heading back to the road with the Al Noor

9:45 Reaches top of little streets, looks right then left

9:47 He nearly fires to his right, doesn’t and turns back to head to the mosque

9:52 Again in front of the main exit see sign indicating an exit only
Clearly see that the car to the left of mosque entrance has moved a few feet

9:52 Walks past exit heading to the main entrance for cars , no traffic



9:57 Arrives at parking to the left of the mosque white Nissan micro last car

10:01 Starts firing single bursts – fires 11 times in 7 seconds, no one visible to me

10:09 Looks to his left down the street

10:11 Looks down to the right – looks around for a few seconds



10:16 Says something like “looks like you wouldn’t get the birds today boys” fires 5 times
Frame by frame reveal a person’s head sticking out at one moment

10:20 Starts shooting down the parking possible woman at the end of parking

10:26 He crosses the parking heading to entrance again and low and behold the silver car is gone
I think the driver of that car has questions to answer

10:29 Heads to main mosque entrance yet again

10:32 He’s back at main mosque entrance 69 couple present plus other music playing blood clearly visible
flowing down the steps



10:37 Is back in main hallway blue socks are gone again

10:41 What’s with this fella again

10:44 Back in main hall



10:47-49 Starts shooting again at the people on the right as you enter. Is that a person ?

10:54 Gets really close to all the bodies on the right as you go in



@10:58, Tarrant shoots a guy wearing a whitish colored shirt in the back, shouldn’t there a little blood?

11:00 Shooting what seems to be already dead people, buck shot? Blood visible on carpet

11:08 Shooting people, no blood spatter, strange
White walls

11:10 reloads

11:11 Clearly see what is written on his weapon “This is for”



11:13 Gun shells on the carpet on higher version video 318MB

11:16 Reloads

11:20 Fired on the dead folks on the left as you go in

11:21 Starts shooting at a bunch of dead bodies on the left as you go in

11:29 Shot a woman with a blue jumper in the back, no blood splatter

11:37 Heads back out the hallway

11:43 Is back outside mosque



11:45 Takes aim at 2 people near aside entrance



11:47 Takes his 1st shot at gate, one of the 2 people have cleared the gate and there is only a tiny target so
Tarrant is some marksman

11:48 Fires a second shot, was this this the woman that took the lady down? Maybe a sniper in another life



11:50 Second person running down the road



11:51 After running out looking for the person he just shot at

11:53 Shoots twice at someone on the ground, looks like a woman in black

11:55 Looks right



12:00 Walking towards the woman on the ground and she can be heard saying “help me”
No sign of blood on the ground

12:01 Body seems to roll a bit, arm appear to move



12:02-3 More odd things, No blood trail at all it seems
Clearly hear a woman voice saying “help me help me”

12:06 Shooter seems to shot her in neck and back of the head
No blood trail leading towards the victim
Seems to be blood from second shot to top of head.

This leaves me very perplexed but there you go, like every time the shoes.

Am still open minded on this 1 section of the video



12:07 Part of the back of her head seems to fly off after getting hit twice in the head

12:12 Heads back to his car and new music starts to play “I’m am the god of hellfire”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FaHEusBG20c

12:17 Enters his car hellfire still playing

12:23 Put car in gear about to head off, lots of weapons with white writing in picture on the passenger side

12:26 Takes off in his car (automatic) must have run over the woman he shot

12:28 Swings left in his car

12:32 Put in new coordinates into GPS

12:37 Says something, still wearing full military gear “Didn’t go to plan” Fuckin hell

12:40 Still fidgeting with the GPS



12:48 Displays other weapons to his left

12:49 He stops his car and shoot out front windows of car with shotgun, didn’t shatter it, seems to be shooting at
a figure in white a woman getting into a white car



12:50 Fires out front windows to the left

12:52 Shoots out the front window of his car



12:53 Reloading a weapon

12:57 Fidgets with weapon

13:00 Reloads in car, we see empty reddish cartridge falling out

13:05 Take off again

13:09 Still driving but fidgeting with weapons



13:11 Shoots again out front screen of his car

13:16 Still driving along, music playing, trying to get shotgun to work

13:18 Prepares to fire on what looks like a man dressed in Muslim clothes



13:20 Fires on a Muslim dressed person thru left passenger windows and it shatters

13:24 Drives forward

13:26 Music in the background? Drives away

13:49 Has been driving for 23 seconds or so

14:02 Seems to be 2 young girls crossing the road that made him stop, are the 2 girls Muslims?

14:05 He beeps at them like an angry driver

14:08 Seems to cut across traffic continues driving for

14:18 As he is driving he starts to talk to himself and the folks watching “They stopped dead instantly, even
people in … can fuck yourself

14:26 Talking about people and access

14:31 Drives between 2 cars in 2 lanes fire still playing

14:46 Mutters something, time for something

14:54 Tarrant says “there was time for the fuel as I was going to burn that fuckin mosque to the ground

14:57 Tarrant says “shit happens” music playing in background (Manuel - Gas Gas Gas)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atuFSv2bLa8



15:03 Tarrant says I left a full magazine back there for sure possible more

15:06:22 Tarrant says “to run along in the middle of the fire fight , pick up the Mag that pretty much instantly fell
out fuckin instantly, there wasn’t even anytime to aim due to so many targets, there were so many people,
the car park was full, there is no real chance of …..

15:25 His car picks up speed music in the back ground

15:44 Tarrant says something inaudible Time for something got to do with driving or cars 1

16:08 Tarrant says something about them all running so quickly, the women weren’t in yet, I guess the men were
in first

16:25 Traffic Tarrant says what can we do

16:48 Tarrant mumble something

16:55 Video feed ends

Square looking holes
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